VIBRATION MONITORING
Industrial assets require routine maintenance and repair to address wear and tear, optimize performance, and avoid potentially
catastrophic equipment damage and failure. Telemetry devices that generate real-time information from industrial sensors in the
field can enable advanced, intelligent maintenance strategies. Proactive and predictive maintenance bare five to ten times more
cost-effective for operators than adopting alternative approaches such as run-to-failure (RTF).
By contrast, reactive maintenance approaches undertaken on a fixed, recurring schedule, irrespective of the infrastructure’s
actual condition, are time-consuming and almost certain to result in unnecessary and expensive deployments of technicians to
the field.

Continuous Monitoring
Continuous monitoring refers to the ongoing monitoring of an industrial parameter, which can be used
to detect a developing system fault before it manifests itself through a failing system. Besides being an
integral part of predictive maintenance strategies, the technique can also be used to diagnose the cause
of developing system issues before they threaten infrastructural continuity.

Remote Diagnostics
System diagnostics cannot be undertaken remotely without a reliable and consistent supply of
information from edge assets to centralized monitoring and control systems. A well-developed remote
monitoring network that extends to system end-points affords operators complete, real-time visibility
over the state of their infrastructure.

Situational Awareness
A continuous stream of data from the edge ensures complete and ongoing situational awareness about
the location of industrial assets. In the case of sensors that have become separated from their housings,
this information can be invaluable in helping to locate them in the field.

Cost Effective
Compared to alternative maintenance strategies such as run-to-failure (RTF), proactive and predictive
maintenance strategies are five to ten times more cost-effective. Even factoring in installation and
acquisition costs, modern industrial monitoring systems can save operators significant sums of money
through preventing unnecessary technician visits to sites.

Ayyeka provides cyber-secure, plug-and-play, remote monitoring solutions designed for various markets. Ayyeka has an installed base in
challenging locations and earned a reputation for excellent customer service. Bringing together a state-of-the-art hardware and cloud-based
software package, Ayyeka's solutions are leading the infrastructure monitoring sector into the future.

